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To start off with a broad question, which I hope 
will help to lay out a framework for the following 
discussion, what does post-internet art mean in 
2014, and do you consider yourself to (still) be a 
post- internet artist?

In 2014 post-internet is an amalgam of attitudes, visual 
tropes, keywords and conceptual underpinnings that 
relates to lived experience in the gap between online 
and AFK. It’s difficult to verbalise because it’s shaped 
like a cloud, as in, it’s exact but so complex that it 
looks vague.

I have been and continue to be interested in how post-
internet operators move around in fake–sincere and 
cynical-idealist spectrums. I can see that I’m perceived 
as a post-internet artist. This is okay by me, although I 
can see value in the argument that post-
internet is a cultural condition rather than a movement 
and thus all artists operating in the 2014 art landscape 
are post-internet, knowingly or unknowingly.

We’re perhaps at an interesting point in canon 
formation, where some of the initial theorisation 
of post- internet practices from people like Artie 
Vierkant and Gene McHugh has died down, 
there’s a frequently voiced sense that the term 
is ‘exhausted’ or ‘over’, and yet institutional and 
market engagement with the concept and its 
associated artists is on the rise, in a manner 
perhaps best underscored to me by the Frieze 
London panel a few months back, ‘Post-Net 
Aesthetics’. Some of the response to that panel 
online—for instance, Jennifer Chan tweeting 
that the rise and decline of post-internet as a 
term evinced “the processes by which women 
get written out of art history”—suggests a fair 
amount of fractiousness and of lines being 
drawn by participants within what was arguably 
always a fairly tenuous configuration. Do you 
think this kind of redrawing of the boundaries, 
and of various people either staking a claim to or 
disavowing the term paves the way for productive 
openings or ruptures of sorts, or is it more a sign 
of the terminal decline of a short-lived historical 
moment?

I see post-internet as something that thrives on the 
negativity that surrounds it. Every dismissal seems to 
drive the term further. I don’t see a decline yet.

The first phase is over—the ‘initial theorisation’ that 
you mention along with the production of some 
necessary work to illustrate the point and to set up 
a kind of aesthetic playing field. This might be just a 
beginning, rather than a peak.

To me it’s like, okay, the obvious things are out of the 
way, now we can begin to get into the exact details, 
into individual practices, into internet-culture oriented 
work instead of platform-based ‘new media’ angles, 
etc. There is a lot to do and mutations ahead.

The term doesn’t require any kind of ideological/
conceptual cohesion. I like that people are disagreeing 
on its definitions and with each other. I hope post-
internet will begin to stand for this continuous 
debate instead of being cemented into an art 
historical one-liner.

One reason why I’m optimistic about the survival of 
post-internet as a handle is that its trendiness and 
vacuousness has been built in from the get-go, unlike 
e-flux-esque ‘serious research’-based conceptual 
practices that look like fall/winter 2004 while claiming 
a kind of mature permanence.

As the term has become increasingly synonymous 
with a certain brand of neo-formalism, is there a 
place for artwork within a post-internet context 
that deals with mess, a lack of consideration, 
or a certain sense of embodiedness? I would 
gently suggest that your work does so by voicing 
your own insecurities as a way of undermining 
the rebloggable nature of self-reflexivity, but I 
wonder more generally about the inclusivity of the 
emerging, particularly on the more market-ready 
side, ‘canon’ of post-internet art, both in terms 
of formal and thematic qualities, and in terms of 
gender/sexuality. It’s worth nothing that the 
qualities I just described are often coded 
aesthetically as feminine.

There is space. In order to thrive ‘the scene’ 
absolutely requires a multitude of voices. The neo-
formalism you refer to (assuming you mean the 
techno-optimistic Wikipedia researched minimalist 
looking sculpture practices that have flooded the fairs 
in recent years) has its rightful place in the discourse 
but on its own simply does not suffice as an image of 
the world.

I have high hopes for the scene being able to resemble 
the Internet that I love: a heterogeneous, weird, 
complex, incoherent living space. I also hope its 
representation will reflect this complexity—which 
might become a problem with the ‘canonization’ 
going on sort of too early, running the risk of omitting 
vital but unformed bodies of work and falling for ready-
to-curate practices.

The critique present against/within post-internet 
discourse of the whole thing being a bros club are 
welcome and valid to a degree (although resigning 
to that in 2014 would be too pessimistic to bear). 
The conversation should definitely continue. The art 
world at large clearly has a gender imbalance in terms 
of people in positions of power, influential artists, etc.

I hope that the conversation extends into a 
conversation about Queer positions, questions of 
class and ethnicity, citizenship rights, etc. Middle class 
white academically educated hetero first world net 
artists debating each other about oppression is not a 
conversation expansive or accurate enough, although 
it’s a start.
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We’re Facebook friends and I noticed the other 
day that you were talking about Timothy Morton’s 
book on environmental aesthetics. He’s an author 
whose name I’ve seen around but have never 
quite gotten around to reading, but this finally 
spurred me on to flick through ‘Ecology Without 
Nature’. Anyway, this got me thinking about your 
recent video ‘Utopia’ and the explicit framing of 
‘nature’ within in (which is not something new 
to your work), but as something that is always 
distanced and mediated—in this case for instance 
through voiceovers, screens, the highly reflexive 
use of imagery, and video editing software. This is 
a roundabout way at arriving at a question, but I 
wonder what you have to say about the analogies 
between the ecologies of the Internet and 
computers and ecology in the sense of nature?

I can see a connection, mostly because it’s been 
pointed out to me. Katja Novitskova, Iain Ball, Emily 
Jones, Timur Si-Qin and Kari Altmann have worked 
around this topic in interesting ways. The connection 
is valid but it’s also hard for me to say anything new 
about. I feel like it’s, for me, one of those observations 
that sounds the best the first time you hear it and then 
begins to fade in brilliance.

The nature in ‘Utopia’ had a lot to do with Romantic 
landscape painting, and how the whole Romanticism 
game could be forcibly connected to how I (or the 
first person narrator who operates within the Jaakko 
Pallasvuo ‘brand’) feel like a doomed romantic in 
relation to certain people in my life and how that fuels 
my work.

All the attention given in the video to the mediation of 
this experience of nature (or ‘nature’) had to do with 
how memory works—although I hate to verbalise it 
like this as I feel memory is a keyword in moving 
image that has been gnawed to the bone. Like 
how I had that experience and was in awe of it and 
completely receptive to it and how difficult it is to 
gather that from the footage or to remember how it 
was, etc.

I think of myself as a player in a massively multiplayer 
online role playing game when I’m playing the net 
art game, and I think the ecology thing is a way to 
verbalize the same, replacing MMORPG with jungle 
and player with animal or whatever.

Do you think that this attention to mediation that 
runs through a lot of your work, for example in 
your repeated use of this retrospective voice-
over trope, is in some ways related to a sense 
of relative marginality and geographic isolation? 
Within the art world, while the internet has 
definitely changed how we relate to geographical 
distance and dispersion, it has also made certain 
senses of marginality more acute, making the 
centers of Berlin, London, and New York appear 
more central through overexposure. Likewise 
there’s also a clear sense where if you’re working 

primarily with online platforms you’re going 
to be marginalised in relation to the rest of 
the art world. I’m interested here in a possible 
intersection between mediation, connectivity and 
alienation, and how this plays out in your work.

That’s a good observation. When I first moved from 
Helsinki to Berlin I was surprised by how much I had to 
re-learn and re-think just to be able to understand the 
type of art gestures that were being put forward there. 
Helsinki is becoming less and less isolated I think 
(hope), but it is still a very specific context and part of 
a very small language area.

I remember going to openings and parties and 
sometimes freezing in the middle, suddenly not 
knowing how to act and feeling that the way 
people were behaving was incredibly unintuitive 
and odd to me.

The reason I started thinking of myself as a player in 
the ‘art game’ had a lot to do with having to master 
another language (English/Art English1) and having 
to quickly gain a lot of new cultural capital in order to 
even participate properly.

It was easier to do this via gamification and it made 
me feel less odd. I guess it was a way of making 
obstacles feel like fun challenges. Trying to go next 
level or whatever. At the same time I was always 
questioning the goal, kind of peering at the void that 
was in the middle of all this aspiration.

I agree about the online platforms thing as well, that 
it leads to (or has lead to) marginalisation, but I think 
it’s more of a net.art issue and an issue with ‘new 
media’ discourses. Post-internet artists in general 
seem a lot more savvy at translating internet attitudes 
to old dude/art fair forms. I am certainly complicit in 
this, mainly working with single channel video (using 
narrative structures lifted straight out of film), painting 
and sculpture. I don’t feel marginalized because of 
my online presence and I think online platforms 
are beginning to dominate even the mainstream 
(Contemporary Art Daily, E-flux, etc.), just not in any 
utopian sense net artists might’ve hoped they would.

I think the ‘art world’ is geographically very unequal/
unevenly divided, but I don’t know if that’s my problem 
anymore. I’m really interested in what’s happening 
in Helsinki at the moment, but that has to do with 
more than fine art. In smaller cities it’s more difficult to 
specialise so you end up sampling a larger slice of the 
culture. The people I’m in dialogue with there come 
from theater, architecture, design, dance, music, 
social sciences, etc. The connections are more 
unlikely and sometimes more giving than anything 
I’ve encountered while ‘playing the game’.

I kind of made this new year’s promise to stop thinking 
of the game and to stop playing and to stop trying to 
be this coherent emerging artist type of person. I think 
that’s more likely to happen in one of these fringe 
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towns. 2014 is about aimlessness and languor, Gen X 
suburbia vibes. Careers are last season. My advice to 
myself and everyone else: stop feeling inferior.

A lot of your work deals on some level with 
failure—the failure to make it as an artist in a 
marketable sense, or the failure to realise a work. I 
thought your blog post on going to Frieze London 
and getting denied entry to a party at Wolfgang 
Tillmans’ house was one of the funniest, darkest 
and most insightful things I read about the art 
world all last year. Can you speak a bit more about 
this? Where does this unease about your role 
within the art system come from?

I’m interested in looking at the art world as a sort of 
paradigm for all fields of precarious knowledge work. 
The art world is only exceptional in the sense that 
there is even less regulation, more tax evasion, more 
opaqueness. My unease is targeted at the entire 
neoliberal system we operate within: the cultural, 
spiritual, ecological, political and financial crises we 
are in. These are huge questions that I find easiest to 
grasp through personal experience, although it is an 
admittedly myopic approach.

Frieze week was sort of dreary for different reasons 
and while being denied entry into various ‘VIP’ events 
is a ridiculous luxury problem, it did feel interesting 
to write about, because as an experience it fell into 
this interesting gap between why I got into art in the 
first place (hopes of substance, radical potential, truth, 
beauty, etc.) and what these occasions are (tacky 
sales events, social climbing, desperation, insecurity, 
glowing white teeth, Givenchy, relaxed old rich people 
and desperate, docile, indebted ‘young creatives’). 
Humanity comes into focus in gaps like these: 
between aspiration and hard fact.

Sometimes I write about failure because I feel like 
a failure, but lately I’ve been doing fine, and am 
currently motivated to keep working with the term 
because I believe it to be a generational experience 
as well, and somehow ‘the’ experience of this time, 
in terms of how practically all big ideas of western 
culture have failed / have been deconstructed in the 
past 70 years. I think failure is revealing and rich in a 
way that a narrowly defined success rarely is. I think 
it’s easier for me to perceive beauty when it’s in the 
proximity of failure.

Tim Gentles

1 http://canopycanopycanopy.com/issues/16/contents/international_art_english
All Images stills from:  Utopia, HD Video, 2013


